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Gray, Anthony; Pellebon, Dana; Kigeya, April; Rose, Rick; Eicher, Analiese; Weigand, Jeff
Stavn, Stephanie; Pabellon, Carlos; Miles, Patrick
Tues. PP&J + Next Steps

Good morning PP&J ‐
Stephanie shared our next agenda for PP&J on 8/23. Please note that Vice Chair Gray will be running the
meeting as I'm OOO next week. Sups. Rose and Kigeya will also be absent so if your availability changes
please alert both Sup. Gray and Stephanie ASAP as the meeting will need to be cancelled due to lack of
quorum.
Following our deliberations on the jail project Thursday, I am committed to working through the provisions
thoughtfully raised in Res‐136 that will impact our justice system disparities, and the other recommendations
from Res‐556, 145, 180, and 320. Each of these have been debated in depth over the last several years, and
deserve our attention. I will compile all provisions raised in a reference document and identify whether they
are policy‐only or suggest funding opportunities for our next budget, and use time at PP&J to discuss each
item and prioritize our work moving forward. The primary challenge I see before us is transitioning from
discussion to action, which is what our community deserves. From my perspective, the only way to do that is
to focus our efforts on items one by one and identify how we can work in partnership to leverage our power
of the pursue, coordination, and communication to influence the desired outcomes in our shared vision.
I look forward to collaboration and input on this strategy.
Please do not reply all with a response due to walking quorum concerns; I'm happy to connect via email or
meet to discuss when I get back in a week. Thank you,
Richelle Andrae
County Board Supervisor
District 11
Andrae.Richelle@CountyofDane.com
Call/text: (414) 469‐6664
Facebook: @DaneCountyDistrict11
Visit my County Board Blog and sign up for District 11 Updates here. Find information about upcoming Dane
County Board and Committee meetings, including agendas and recordings, here.
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